Probation Problems

Reason 1: Quit attending and did not withdraw

Reason 2: No interested in class, did not complete assignments and requirements

Reason 3: Thought you were doing better than you were

Reason 4: Too many absences

Reason 5: Class was too difficult

Reason 6: Only went to class once

Reason 7: In wrong major (Engineer, but hate Math)

Reason 8: Programmed to fail- too many units, don’t study, work too much, etc.

Probation Solutions

Solution 1: Review deadlines and policies through the class schedule

Solution 2: Academic and Career Counseling

Solution 3: Know what you are getting as you go along; ask instructor if you are not sure.
   Possible error in grading, check with instructor

Solution 4: Time management
   Use the buddy system in class so you can exchange notes when you miss class

Solution 5: Follow placement test recommendations
   Follow all prerequisites & corequisites

Solution 6: It is your responsibility to drop, do not count on the instructor to do it

Solution 7: Academic and Career Counseling

Solution 8: Consult with a counselor- student may need:
   - More realistic planning
   - Career Counseling
   - Financial Aid
   - Personal Counseling
   - Childcare